
DOWNLOAD HERE: http://zoom.us/download

          Brighton Ballet Theater will conduct  online classes using the ZOOM 
application. Each student will receive a ZOOM Meeting Link, ID and Password (optional) that will be 
the same for all classes during each week. It is required for students to provide their Full Name 
upon entry to the class (no nicknames or devices name).

Summer 2020 Online Dance Training
ZOOM Instructions 

___________________________________________________________________________________

Technical Support Reference Guide 
Recommendations for optimal viewing

● It is recommended that all dancers download ZOOM as an application on their computer, instead 
of using a web browser. In the application, your video will be optimized, ensuring that you are using 
the settings recommended for your internet connection.
● Light your space to be bright, avoiding a singular, dim light or sources that can shift. Back-lighting,
especially from natural sources, makes it difficult for students and instructors to see each other. Try 
to use light that covers your face and brightens your space, avoiding shadows and glares.
●   The background noise severely impacts everyone’s ability to hear the instructor and also adjusts 
the recording to only follow the noise source. All students must mute themselves when the class 
starts.

Video/Camera is not working
● If you enter the meeting and your profile picture is displaying instead of your camera, you need to
turn your camera on. Click the “Start Video” button on the toolbar at the bottom of your screen.
● If your camera is still not working, test your video to confirm that the correct camera is selected.
1. Log into the ZOOM application on your computer.
2. Click your profile picture, then “Settings.”
3. Click the video tab.
4. You will see a preview of your camera and you can choose a different camera.

Video/Camera keeps freezing/cutting out
If you are experiencing any issues with latency, frozen screen, poor quality audio, or meetings 
getting disconnected, watch the video below for tips on where to place your router and how to 
extend the reach of your WiFi.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UygPcBCFRrA
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